Measurement of facial soft tissue mobility in man.
The assessment of facial mobility is a key element in the treatment of patients with facial motor deficits. In this study, we explored the utility of a three-dimensional tracking system in the measurement of facial movements. First, the three-dimensional movement of potentially stable facial soft-tissue, headcap, and dental landmarks was measured with respect to a fixed space frame. Based on the assumption that the dental landmarks are stable, their motion during a series of standardized facial animations was subtracted from that of the facial and headcap landmarks to estimate their movement within the face. This residual movement was used to determine which points are relatively stable (< or = 1.5 mm of movement) and which are not (> or = 1.5 mm of movement). Headcap landmarks were found to be suitable as references during smile, cheek puff, and lip purse animations, and during talking. In contrast, skin-based landmarks were unsuitable as references because of their considerable and highly variable movement during facial animation. Second, the facial movements of patients with obvious facial deformities were compared with those of matched controls to characterize the face validity of three-dimensional tracking. In all instances, pictures that appear to be characteristic of the various functional deficits emerged. Our results argue that tracking instrumentation is a potentially useful tool in the measurement of facial mobility.